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Abstract

Introduction:
This paper presents a dedicated machine learning model to predict the number of cases infected by the
Corona Virus; the case of Morocco was chosen to validate this study.

Case description:
Completely realized in Spark ML with the 'Scala' language and tested for a certain number of algorithms
generated on datasets coming from dedicated sources to gather Covid19 data in the world.

Discussion and Evaluation:
The results show the possibility of achieving better scores prediction after using the proposed method.
We tested our model on the case of China and the results were relevant.

Conclusion
The proposed Machine Learning model can be applied to data from any country in the world. We have
applied it in this paper to the case of Morocco and China. We are sending this work to the world to help
them �ght this 2019 Corona Virus pandemic.

1. Introduction
The �eld of arti�cial intelligence is undergoing a very big evolution these days and it risks to categorically
change the world through us [1]. Fraud detection, recommendation systems, facial recognition, and
decision-making automation are just a few of a variety where arti�cial intelligence has already taken
place.

As its name suggests, arti�cial intelligence is intelligence (a set of skills) acquired by machines in order to
function and react like humans. Machine learning [2] is a branch of arti�cial intelligence that concerns the
design and development of algorithms that allow a computer (a machine in the broad sense) to learn to
perform very complex tasks without having been explicitly programmed.

So this study aims to propose a model based on arti�cial intelligence, especially on machine learning [2].
This model uses a series of prede�ned instructions which leads a machine to generate a prediction of the
number of cases infected with the Coronavirus COVID-19 in Morocco per day. Then we will test this model
in the case of China since it has recorded enough data that can be used for veri�cation. As part of this
study, we used the library dedicated to distributed learning methods Spark ML [3]. This paper is detailed
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as follows: Sect. 2 presents the related work on which we are concerned to carry out this study. Then, in
Sect. 3 we talk about the Apache Spark ML solution dedicated to the use of Machine Learning algorithms
and methods on Big Data [4, 5]. Section 4 presents our proposed Machine Learning model to predict the
number of cases infected with the coronavirus (COVID-19). Finally, Sect. 5 presents the results obtained
after the application of our model on the case of Morocco and China as well as a summary discussion of
the work carried out.

2. Related Work
The use of machine learning techniques better known by its Anglicism "Machine Learning" is becoming
more and more popular. It applies to a wide variety of �elds, from image processing to processing human
language, including computer security and the video game industry [2]. One of the main purposes of
applying machine learning techniques is prediction. Any machine learning process can be subdivided into
the following steps: data preprocessing, model design and training, and model evaluation. The
preprocessing phase is still known as “Pre-processing” very often consists of choosing the most
informative variables from the set of incoming vectors and normalizing them if necessary. This technique
is also called "feature selection / feature engineering". The purpose of the selection of informative
variables is to eliminate nonessential variables which can be considered as noise by the model and thus
reduce its accuracy of prediction. Several research studies have been carried out in recent decades to
propose either algorithms or criteria for the selection of informative variables.

In [6], authors are offered a technology for extracting informative variables based on the ontology of the
�eld studied. The �rst phase of this technology consists of a preliminary extraction by the domain expert,
of the variables which he deems useful without any other restriction than the variables chosen must be
objects or attributes of the ontology. The second phase, still described in [6], consists of aggregating and
�ltering the preselected variables during the previous phase. The mathematical translation of this
procedure is as follows: either Ω = { 𝜔1 ,…… ,𝜔𝑛} - the class labels, 𝑋 = { 𝑋1, …, 𝑋𝑛}- the set of variable

identi�ers. xi
s - a value taken by Xi. ℵi - the de�nition domain of Xi(xi

s ϵ ℵi). Let ∑ be the set of learning
vectors.

For a xi
s value of Xi: xi

s ϵ ℵi and in the class ωk an aggregate ℵi(ωk) ϵ ℵi is de�ned as follows:

xi
s ∈ ℵi(ωk) if and only if for ∀ωv∈Ω, v ≠ k : p(ωk/xi

s) > p(ωv/ xi
s)+∆, (1)

Where Δ a positive real number de�ning the dominance threshold.

At the end of phase 2, the author introduces the unitary predicates Bi (ωk) which take the value 'true' (1) if
and only if xi

s ϵ ℵi(ωk). The �nal results of the second phase will, therefore, be the aggregates ℵi(ωk), the
unitary predicates Bi(ωk) and i ϵ I(ωk): I(ωk) - a subset of the indexes of the variables Xi that passed the
test of inequality (1).
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During Phase 3 a probabilistic approach was introduced to determine cause-and-effect dependencies in
the conjunction of the predicates Bi(ωk) and i ϵ I(ωk), Ω = { 𝜔1 ,…… ,𝜔𝑛 } and ωj ϵ Ω.

Let { ℵi(ωj) }| i ϵ I(ωk), j = 1, ..., m - the set of aggregates where p(ℵi(ωj))=|ℵi(ωj)|/|ℵi|, where | | represents
the standard of the corresponding assembly. It is obvious that: p(Bi(ωj)) = p (ℵi(ωj)).

In the following three �lters will be introduced to select the predicates:

The authors of [7] in Chap. 6 entitled "Dimensionality reduction" discuss the PCA (Principal Component
Analysis [8]) algorithm based on the analysis of linear dependence. The idea is to replace the redundant
variables with a new one that sums up the information contained in the original vector space. One of the
�rst concepts to appear is SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) [9]. Let X be a matrix of dimension n * d;
n- being the number of lines and d - the dimension of the initial vector space to be reduced. Let x be a
column vector (transposed from one of the rows of X) and let v - be one of the new vector entities (main
components) that we are looking for. According to the SVD theorem, matrix X can be decomposed sum
follows 𝑋 = 𝑈𝛴𝑉𝑇, U and V being orthogonal matrices such that 𝑈𝑇𝑈 = 𝐼 𝑒𝑡 𝑉𝑇𝑉 = 𝐼. ∑ a diagonal
matrix containing the singular values of X In the following, the author develops the main stages of PCA
[8]. The �rst step is to refocus the data in the initial vector space. The second step is the linear projection
of the initial data vector x into new vectors v. The third step is to maximize the variance of the
coordinates. The equation of the coordinate vector after projection is 𝑧=Xv.

The objective function for the main components is maxw WTW, where WTW = 1. It appears that the

optimal form of W is the eigenvector of XTX.

In [10] the authors based on Bayes' theorem:
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3. Spark Ml
Spark ML is an essential software brick of the Apache Spark platform [3]. The Spark ML API is dedicated
to the implementation of learning methods. Spark ML offers services covering data preparation,
enrichment, development of learning methods, and deployment.

The Spark ML API offers several transformers and algorithms for developing and �ne-tuning methods of:

Classi�cation

Regression

Clustering

Recommendation

3.1. Concepts for implementing Spark ML algorithms
Here we cite the key concepts for implementing a Spark ML algorithm [15]:

DataFrame:  is a distributed, column-oriented data structure suitable for statistical data or learning
methods.

Estimators: these are algorithms aimed at adjusting a function between the explanatory variables
and the target variable. The algorithms are based on the data of a DataFrame.

Evaluators: measures to assess the performance of a learning method.

Transformers: these are algorithms used to transform one DataFrame into another.

Parameters: Transformers and Estimators share the same API to specify parameters.

and on Information theory [11], in particular, the notion of self-information 𝐼(𝑥𝑖)=−𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑃(𝑥𝑖) proposes
an algorithm supposed to improve the forecasting accuracy of the NBC (Naive Bayesian Classi�er) model
[12].

The algorithm divided into two stages consists of its �rst phase of calculating the weight of each variable
𝑊𝐹𝑖 = − 𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑃(𝐶|𝐹𝑖). The second phase consists of selecting the variables whose weight 𝑊𝐹𝑖 would
have exceeded a certain threshold δ determined by the user.

A new method called LFE (Learning Feature Engineering) is proposed in [13]. At the heart of the LFE [14],
we �nd a set of multilayer classifying perceptrons. Each perceptron corresponding to a transformation.
LFE takes as input a dataset and recommends a set of paradigms allowing reconstructing a subset of the
informative variables of the initial dataset. Each paradigm is made up of a transformation and the
ordered list of variables for which the transformation was most e�cient.

In the following, we will propose a model based on the machine learning methods already mentioned to
predict the number of COVID-19 cases in Morocco per day. Through the use of the library dedicated to
distributed learning methods Spark ML [3].
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Pipeline: a pipeline consists of several Transformers and Estimators for the implementation of a ML
work�ow.

Cross-Validation: a technique to develop a learning method.

3.2. Pipeline & PipelineStage
A learning method involves processing and learning phases. A Pipeline, in Spark MLIB [16], is a sequence
of elements of type pipelineStage. Each PipelineStage consists of a Transformer or an Estimator.
Therefore, the order of steps (PiplineStage) is important.

3.3. Transformation Stage
A transformer transforms data. In Spark ML, for a transformation step, the transform() method is called
on a DataFrame and returns a DataFrame. Transformer is an abstract class that extends the
PipelineStage abstract class.

Some examples of Transformers:

Tokenization: segment text into a list of words.

Binarization: transform numerical values into binary values.

Normalizer: normalize vectors using p-norm.

N-gram: calculate the next character from an article sequence q MinMaxScaler: transform a
quantitative variable to a quantitative variable with values in a given interval.

Etc.

3.4. Estimation Stage
An estimator allows you to evaluate or approach an unknown parameter. A statistical estimator aims to
evaluate an unknown parameter via a sample of data. In Spark ML, for an estimation step, the �t()
method of an Estimator is called on a DataFrame to produce a Transformer.

Some examples of estimators:

StringIndexer: code categories.

IndexToString: decode indexes.

VectorIndexer: identify categorical variables according to a frequency threshold.

QuantileDiscretizer: transform a quantitative variable into a qualitative variable using the quantile.

StandardScaler: normalize a vector using the variance.

Etc.

3.5. Evaluate a learning method
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To evaluate the performance of a learning method, we use dedicated measures. For a given individual, an
evaluation measure uses the adjusted value and the reference value. We have measures for regression
methods and classi�cation methods.

Evaluate a Learning method: Classi�cation

It aims to measure the quality of a classi�cation method. It indicates whether the method succeeds in
correctly classifying individuals.

Table 1
Confusion matrix [17].

    Predicted  

    Positive Negative

Real Positive TP FN

  Negative FP TN

The evaluation measures are:

Sensitivity: the rate of correctly identi�ed positive cases.

Speci�city: the rate of correctly identi�ed negative cases.

Accuracy: the rate of correctly identi�ed positive or negative cases.

F-measure: the rate that combines sensitivity and speci�city.

Evaluate a learning method: regression

It aims to measure the quality of a regression method by calculating a global error. An error close to zero
indicates the relevance of the model. The main measures are [15]:

MSE: Mean Squared Error.

RMSE: this is the square root of MSE (root Mean Squared Error).

R: Coe�cient of determination.

MAE: mean Absolute Error.

MAPE: Mean Absolute Percentage Error.

3.6. API for the evaluation of a learning algorithm
The Spark ML API provides three implementations for the Evaluator abstract class. The classes are:
RegressionEvaluator for regression methods, BinaryClassi�cationEvaluator for binary classi�cation
methods, and MulticlassClassi�cationEvaluator for multi-class classi�cation methods.

4. Case Description
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In order to better propose a Machine Learning model to predict the number of cases of the Corona COVID-
19 [19] virus in Morocco over the coming weeks.

As it is established that, during epidemics, the daily number of infected follows a bell-shaped diffusion
curve which gives, in cumulative, an S curve, the choice of a logistic function was obvious.

The data we had captured the results of tests by health authorities in different countries around the
world. But we knew without question that these data did not re�ect reality. Some countries have chosen
not to be over-tested either by choice of public health policy or because they simply did not have the
means. And even for the countries that tested more signi�cantly, it can be reasonably assumed that, in
the �rst periods, the number of tests concerning the number of real cases was lower than in the following
periods. The awareness of the dangers increases with time.

In order to verify the relevance of our proposed ML model, we conducted a series of tests on data from
the site of the Moroccan Ministry of Health (www.covidmaroc.ma) [20].

So the dataset �rst gathered was of the type (CSV �le [21]).

Date;02/03/2020;03/03/2020;04/03/2020;05/03/2020;06/03/2020;07/03/2020;08/03/2020
;09/03/2020;10/03/2020;11/03/2020;12/03/2020;13/03/2020;14/03/2020;15/03/2020;
16/03/2020;17/03/2020;18/03/2020;19/03/2020;20/03/2020;21/03/2020;22/03/2020;
23/03/2020;24/03/2020;25/03/2020;26/03/2020;27/03/2020;28/03/2020;29/03/2020;
30/03/2020;31/03/2020;01/04/2020;02/04/2020;03/04/2020;04/04/2020;05/04/2020;
06/04/2020;07/04/2020;08/04/2020;09/04/2020;

Number of cases;1;0;0;1;0;0;0;1;0;3;0;2;10;10;9;7;10;9;16;17;19;28;27;55;50;70;57;77;
77;61;37;54;83;128;102;99; 64;91; 99;

This CSV type �le must be transformed into a DataFrame, because we are going to use Spark ML which
is based on the DataFrame API. To do this, we used the version 3.0.0 of Spark. And as for programming
language, we used version 2.12.10 of the Scala programming language [22]. You need to make sure that
Java is installed on your machine. All of these tools were installed on a machine with a 2.70 GHz Intel (R)
Core (TM) i7 processor. With 1 TB storage space and 16 GB RAM memory. The Java version
"jre1.8.0_241" is used for the development of our Machine Learning model.

So, we start with the command: spark-shell. The following �gure shows the execution result and the
con�guration used:

Then we transform the input �le of type CSV to a DataFrame with the following command:

Here is the result of the creation of the DataFrame from a data source which is of type CSV in this work:

Now that the DataFrame is well created, it will be used by the Spark Machine Learning library to predict
the number of cases of the Corona Covid-19 virus in Morocco per day. This part shows an extract from
the code of the model that we have developed for this study:

http://www.covidmaroc.ma/
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import org.apache.spark.ml.{Pipeline, PipelineModel}

import org.apache.spark.ml.classi�cation.{DecisionTreeClassi�er,DecisionTreeClassi�cationModel}

import org.apache.spark.ml.feature.{StringIndexer, VectorAssembler}

// load CovidMorocco data and rename columns

val MoroccoCases = spark.read.option("header", true).option("inferSchema","true") .option("delimiter";"
").csv("C:/Users/Allae Erraissi/Desktop/CoronoVirusCasesMorocco.txt").toDF("Date", "Number)

// Create assemble to group the columns

val assembler = new VectorAssembler().setInputCols(Array("MorningDate","EveningDate"))
.setOutputCol("ResultOfDay")

// transform the Species variable into an indexer

val indexer = new StringIndexer().setInputCol("Number").setOutputCol("NumberIndex")

// Create the learning model DT

val dt = new DecisionTreeClassi�er().setLabelCol("NumberIndex").
.setPredictionCol("NumberPredictCol").setFeaturesCol("features")

// create a pipeline: assembler, indexer, dt

val pipeline = new Pipeline().setStages(Array(assembler, indexer, dt))

// adjust the model

val model = pipeline.�t(MoroccoCases)

// evaluate the model on learning data

val predictions = model.transform(MoroccoCases)

// adjust results

predictions.show

The execution of the COVID 19 model on the sample of data from Morocco gives us the results of this
form:

Then we present a part of code which presents the techniques relating to the evaluation of our learning
method:
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// Import of class for evaluation

import org.apache.spark.ml.evaluation.MulticlassClassi�cationEvaluator

// Create the assessment instance

// Fix the label column

// Fix the prediction column

// Set the evaluation measure

val evalution = new MulticlassClassi�cationEvaluator().setLabelCol("NumberIndex")
.setPredictionCol("NumberPredictCol").setMetricName("accuracy")

// calculate the value of Accuracy

val ACCURACY = evalution.evaluate(predictions)

// display the value of ACCURACY

print(s“ Accuracy= ${ACCURACY}")

To evaluate our proposed Machine Learning model, we followed all of these steps :

Load data.

Prepare the data.

Adjust the ML model.

Initiate the evaluator and position the params.

Evaluate the method via the Accuracy measure.

5. Discussion And Evaluation
In order to verify the relevance of the proposed methods, we had conducted a series of tests on data from
the site of the Moroccan Ministry of Health (www.covidmaroc.ma) [20]. The classi�cation algorithms
used are: 'Decision Tree' (DTC) [23], 'Gaussian Naive Bayes' (NBC) [24], 'Support Vector Machine' (SVM)
[25], 'Logistic Regression' (LR) [26], 'Random Forest'(RFC) [27] and �nally 'Voting Classi�er' (VC) [28]. The
characteristics of the input data are shown in Fig. 9. These data show the number of COVID-19 cases in
Morocco per day.

To make predictions, whether we have the partial differential equation (PDE) model [29] which determines
how the different parameters involved in the phenomenon interact with each other or ordinary differential
equations (ODE) [30] when we only have two quantities, one in function on the other which act on the
phenomenon. In this case, the data collected is injected into the equations and it is the resolution of the
equations which gives the forecasts. The examples illustrating this are numerous and diverse, we can cite
the example of the weather. What you also need to know is that the models are approximate and their
resolution is done by approximation methods. If the forecast in the case of the weather is more and more

http://www.covidmaroc.ma/
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precise. This is because the models keep getting better and the resolution methods are more and more
e�cient and fast so they give fewer errors. Another thing to clarify is that the phenomena for which we
have PDE or ODE equation models are phenomena that have a certain regularity, even if the phenomenon
is complex, the regularity can be concealed. If we don't have the equation model, can we make
predictions? The answer is yes if the phenomenon is random and if we can �nd the law of probability
that governs it, we can use it to make forecasts. Now, if we don't have an equation model or a probability
law can we forecast anyway? In this case, we use extrapolation methods to extrapolate the history. The
least-squares method consists in looking for a polynomial that best approaches the data represented in
the form of a point cloud. When we say who "approaches the best" we would need a means of
measurement, a criterion to select the best approximation, this is what is called standard. Following the
course of evolution, this polynomial is considered as the mathematical model that governs the evolution
of the phenomenon, we speak of the polynomial model. The polynomial model does not work for all
phenomena.

Case of COVID-19:

We are faced with a completely random phenomenon. The number of people infected depends on the
trajectory of each infected individual and the people they met on their way and also depends on the
people who have touched anywhere the virus is found. Assuming that the model follows a Gaussian law
is not meaningless, without doubt, the evolution continues its growth, relatively fast, it will not grow
inde�nitely, it will go through a peak then it will decrease to 0 Maybe not with the same speed. The whole
problem is to approach this Gaussian. We are going to show on a theoretical example that polynomials
cannot “e�ciently” approach a Gaussian using a reduced number of data. And therefore the polynomials
cannot be used as predictors in this case.

We can clearly see in the graph that the long term cannot be predicted by polynomials. To remedy this,
the use of our Machine Learning model with Spark ML to give satisfactory results. We have given as
input to our model several parameters related to the situation of our paid in this con�nement period.

We have taken into consideration the percentage of illiteracy in Morocco and its relationship with the
application of the instructions of the various ministries of the country which oblige people to isolate
themselves and stay at home. Also, consideration has been given to the approaching of the holy month
of Ramadan for Muslims. It is, for this reason, our Machine Learning model predicted two possible
scenarios for the COVID-19 [31] in Morocco.

As already mentioned, we have applied this model to data extracted from the site: www.marocovid.com.
The result is shown in the following �gure:

We applied our model to detect the number of cases of the Coronavirus in Morocco on the DataFrame.
We have de�ned two possible scenarios for our study. The �rst scenario consists in that the Moroccan
population has respected the instructions of the ministries responsible for �ghting against the COVID-19
[31].

http://www.marocovid.com/
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With the application of our Cvid-19 model, our estimate is as follows for the �rst scenario:

We can see that the growth rate has decreased signi�cantly which has considerably in�uenced the peak
and also the date of attenuation.

The second scenario was de�ned based on the place of the holy month Ramadan among Muslims in
general, and especially for Moroccans. So during this month, people will not respect the instructions of
the Moroccan ministries. To take this information into account, we have changed the weighting
percentages for the country's illiteracy, as well as the percentage of non-compliance with the instructions
of the Moroccan authorities.

With the application of our COVID-19 model, our estimate is as follows for the second scenario:

Veri�cation of our model on the case of China:

China has recorded enough data that can be used for veri�cation. The data on which we do this
veri�cation is extracted from the site: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/china/ [32].

It goes without saying that the accuracy of forecasts depends on the "method" approach �rst, on the
number of data and the distance from the future to be predicted.

6. Conclusion
This work presents a dedicated machine learning model to predict the number of cases infected with the
Corona Virus; the case of Morocco was chosen to validate this study. Completely realized in Spark ML
with the 'Scala' language and tested for a certain number of algorithms generated on datasets from
dedicated sources to group COVID-19 data to the world, the results show the possibility of achieving
better scores prediction after using the proposed methods. We are sending this work to the world to help
them in our way to �ght this 2019 Coronavirus pandemic.

Abbreviations
PCA
Principal Component Analysis.
SVD
Singular Value Decomposition.
NBC
Naive Bayesian Classi�er.
LFE
Learning Feature Engineering.
MSE
Mean Squared Error.
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RMSE
this is the square root of MSE (root Mean Squared Error).
R
Coe�cient of determination.
MAE
mean Absolute Error.
MAPE
Mean Absolute Percentage Error.
DTC
Decision Tree.
NBC
Gaussian Naive Bayes.
SVM
Support Vector Machine.
LR
Logistic Regression.
RFC
Random Forest.
VC
Voting Classi�er.
PDE
Partial Differential Equation (PDE).
ODE
Ordinary Differential Equations.
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Figures

Figure 1

Hierarchy: Estimator and Transformer [16].
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Figure 2

The role of Transformer [16].

Figure 3

The role of Estimator [16].

Figure 4

Implementations for the Evaluator abstract class [18].
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Figure 5

Spark execution and system con�guration.

Figure 6

Transformation of the CSV �le to a DataFrame.

Figure 7
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Content of the DataFrame.

Figure 8

The result of the execution of our model.

Figure 9

Number of COVID-19 cases per day in Morocco.
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Figure 10

Result of the polynomial approach.
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Figure 11

Prediction model for new cases of COVID-19 in Morocco.
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Figure 12

Predicted daily new cases in Morocco (1st scenario).
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Figure 13

Predicted daily new cases in Morocco (2nd scenario).
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Figure 14

Application of our model on the case of China.


